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Abstract

Maar volcanoes are produced by subsurface phreatomagmatic explosions that can move vertically and laterally
during an eruption. Constraining the distances that maar-forming explosions move laterally, and the number of
relocations common to these eruptions, is vital for informing hazard scenarios and numerical simulations. This study
uses 241 intact Quaternary maar crater shapes to establish global trends in size and spacing of explosion position
relocations. Maar craters are sorted into shape classes based on the presence of uniquely identifiable combinations
of overlapping circular components in their geometry. These components are used to recognize the minimum
number of explosion locations responsible for observed crater shapes. Craters with unique solutions are then used
to measure the size and spacing of the explosion footprints, the circular area of the largest crater produced by a
single explosion of a given energy, that produce the crater shape. Thus, even in the absence of abundant
observations of maar-type eruptions, the typical range, size and spacing of explosion positions are derived from
maar crater shapes. This analysis indicates that most Quaternary maar eruptions involved at least three different
explosion locations spanning distances of 200–600 m that did not always follow the trend of the dike feeding the
eruption. Additional evaluation of larger maars, consistent with stratigraphic studies, indicates that centers of
explosive activity, and thus the origin of ballistic and density current hazards, can move as many as twenty times
during a maar-forming eruption. These results provide the first quantitative constraints on the scale and frequency
of lateral migration in maar eruptions and these values can directly contribute to hazard models and eruption
event trees in advance of future maar-type eruptions.
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Introduction
Lateral movement of explosions in maar-forming
eruptions
Maars are small-volume volcanic landforms produced by
subsurface phreatomagmatic explosions that excavate a
crater that cuts into the pre-eruptive surface (White and
Ross 2011). Their craters provide an opportunity to
investigate the processes and hazards resulting from
explosive magma-water interactions. Observations of the

maar-forming Ukinrek 1977 eruption in Alaska (Kienle
et al. 1980) showed that the eruption was not focused at
a single position but instead migrated laterally through
time. The eruption also showed that multiple vents
could erupt simultaneously and have contrasting
eruption styles. This lateral migration of vent locations
has also been reconstructed from the stratigraphy of
maar tephra rings from around the globe (Ort and Car-
rasco Núñez 2009; Van Otterloo et al. 2013; Lopez-Rojas
and Carrasco-Núñez 2015; Fierstein and Hildreth 2017).
Geophysical studies of the diatremes underlying maar
craters in the Newer Volcanic Province Australia have
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revealed complex diatreme structures that also reflect
multiple vent locations from a single eruption (Jordan
et al. 2013; Blaikie et al. 2014). This study will investigate
the way that steps of this migration, relocation of explo-
sion loci, are also recorded in the shape of maar craters
that display compound shapes of overlapping explosion
footprints, where a footprint is defined as the maximum
circular crater produced by a subsurface explosion of a
given energy (Fig. 1).
Lateral movement of explosion locations causes vari-

ability in the extent of hazard impacts that is not yet in-
corporated into phreatomagmatic eruption scenarios.
Most hazard assessments and eruption scenarios that in-
clude phreatomagmatism only indicate that it is possible
to have a phreatomagmatic phase (Ang et al. 2020). The
absence of additional detail related to variations related
to phreatomagmatic activity is due to the lack of quanti-
tative constraints on the distance over which this migra-
tion has occurred in past eruptions and estimates of the
number of times explosion epicenters laterally shift

during an eruption. This study uses an expanded
MaarVLS (Maar Volcano Location and Shape) database
of intact Quaternary maars (Graettinger 2018) to esti-
mate 1) how often do explosion locations move laterally
in maar-forming eruptions? and 2) how far do the loca-
tions shift? In the process of evaluating these first two
questions, it becomes possible to consider the size of the
footprint from each individual explosion position, which
provides insight into what may be common explosion
sizes in these eruptions. These values can contribute to
hazard models and eruption event trees in advance of fu-
ture maar-type eruptions or eruptions from small-
volume volcanoes that have the potential for phreato-
magmatic contributions.

Background-linking crater shapes to explosion positions
A maar crater shape is produced through a combination
of explosive excavation and collapse. Maars sit on top of
a downward-tapering diatreme filled with fragmented ju-
venile and country rock material (White and Ross 2011;

Fig. 1 Maar shapes: a Hora and Kiroftu Lakes, Bishoftu Volcanic Field, Ethiopia retain clear circular elements to their shape even without
annotation. b Peanut-shaped maar from Qal’eh Hasan Ali volcanic field, Iran with footprint (red) superimposed with unannotated inset. c-e Maars
with rim outlined in white. c Ubehebe crater complex shows a range of shapes and sizes produced from lateral migration of explosion locations
(adapted from Fierstein and Hildreth 2017). d Tecuitlapa, Mexico, has an unsymmetrical ellipsoidal shape with a small scallop from collapse. e
Bullen Merri and Gnotuk from the Newer Volcanic Province, Australia have circular elements, but do not have a unique solution. Images from
Google Earth. Maxar Technologies, CNES/Airbus, Landsat/Copernicus
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Valentine et al. 2017). The energy released from a sub-
surface explosion travels outward in three dimensions
around a central point. Where that sphere of disruption
arrives at the surface of the earth, the circular intersec-
tion defines the crater. An explosion footprint is defined
as the maximum circular crater produced by a subsur-
face explosion of a given energy (Valentine et al. 2015).
The resulting footprint can expand through collapse of
portions of the crater rim, or commonly around the en-
tire crater perimeter. Lateral migration of subsurface ex-
plosion locations results in compound craters with
shapes that are the product of multiple overlapping ex-
plosion footprints.
Meter-scale cratering experiments involving buried

chemical explosives produced circular craters through
stationary explosion positions, and compound shapes
from laterally migrating explosion positions (Valentine
et al. 2015). Stationary experiments determined that ex-
plosions of a given energy at an optimal scaled depth
that are located under the same epicenter can increase
the size of the crater up to a certain maximum diameter
(Sonder et al. 2015). Only a portion of this asymptotic
growth is the direct result of excavation where explosive
jets lift and transport crater rim material. With contin-
ued explosions at the same optimal scaled depth, late-
stage growth is dominated by circum-crater collapse of

the rim associated with explosions in which the diameter
of jets produced is less than the crater diameter (Graet-
tinger et al. 2016). Growth stops when the final crater
rim is outside the influence of the explosion and thus
continued growth related to explosive activity can only
happen if the explosion location migrates or the energy
of the explosion increases (Sonder et al. 2015).
For experimental craters in which the explosion pos-

ition relocated laterally, the spacing between the explo-
sion footprints (Valentine et al. 2015) and relative size of
the involved footprints, controlled the final shape of the
resulting crater. During experiments when footprint spa-
cing increased up to one footprint radius, the resulting
shape became elliptical. As the footprint spacing dis-
tance exceeds the footprint radius, the resulting crater
shape resembles overlapping circles (Fig. 2). Footprint
spacing greater than two times the crater radius pro-
duces separate craters, referred to here as crater
complexes.
These relations can be used to evaluate the minimum

number and relative position of overlapping explosion
footprints required to produce observed maar crater
shapes. Figure 2 displays the range of shapes produced
by overlapping explosion footprints for which the foot-
prints are the same size. When explosion footprints are
not the same size and still overlap by less than the

Fig. 2 Schematic diagram of the relations between explosion footprints and final shape for cases where the crater radius of an initial footprint
(R1) in a construct of two or more overlapping circular footprints is greater than or equal to the radius of next footprint (R2). Explosion locations
are indicated in yellow, spacing as a black line, and grey footprints expressed in different shades of grey to highlight overlap
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combination of R1 and R2, the resulting shape will be
asymmetrical along at least one axis.
The adaptation of this theoretical framework to nat-

ural maars requires a brief comment on processes other
than shallow explosions that influence maar shape. Pir-
rung et al. (2008) noted that in the decades following
formation, the Ukinrek craters in Alaska increased in
size, but the proportions (notably aspect ratio of major
and minor crater diameters) were maintained and thus
the shape of craters with intact rims is still relevant for
the analysis done here (Graettinger 2018). Localized
slumps on maar crater rims have been recognized, such
as Tecuitlapa, Mexico, but for maars where unique solu-
tions are identifiable, the arc shaped modification of the
rim by slumping is typically smaller in scale (≈ < 10%)
than the overall curvature of the crater shape (Fig. 1D),
and not distinct enough to be counted as an explosion
footprint (Ort and Carrasco Núñez 2009). More exten-
sive modification of a crater rim (multiple collapses, flu-
vial incision, permafrost degradation) would similarly
not produce large overlapping circular geometries that
contribute to unique footprint solutions required for this
analysis. Similarly, some non-circular maar shapes have
been previously interpreted as the result of a structural
influence augmenting collapse (Joya Honda, Mexico;
Aranda-Gomez and Luhr 1996). However, numerous
stratigraphic studies have used circumcrater ejecta varia-
tions and crater shape to recognize multiple vent posi-
tions, so that the positions are commonly reconstructed
to correlate with circular components in the crater out-
line (Aranda-Gomez et al. 1992; Fierstein and Hildreth
2017).
Finally, not all subsurface phreatomagmatic explosions

contribute to crater growth and eruptive jets (Lefebvre
et al. 2013; Sweeney and Valentine 2015; Graettinger
et al. 2014). The explosions that excavate craters and
erupt at the surface are typically shallow (< 200m) ex-
plosions (Valentine et al. 2014). Therefore, this paper
will use maar crater shape to estimate the minimum
number of explosions and lateral shifts in explosion po-
sitions to produce the observed crater shape. It does not
account for decreases in explosion energy or deeper ex-
plosions, or explosions that occur in previously occupied
locations. Even with such limitations, these values have
been previously unavailable, and thus maar crater shape
analysis provides a valuable opportunity to provide new
quantitative constraints for hazard models and eruption
scenarios in advance of future maar-forming eruptions.

Methods
This study utilizes an expanded MaarVLS database
(Graettinger 2018) comprising Quaternary maars with
rims that are at least 75% complete, and limited visible
human modification. Maars added to the database were

from VOLADA - The Volcanic Lake Database (Rouwet
and Chiarini 2013), resulting in a total of 241 monogen-
etic features suitable for shape analysis. The majority of
maars in the database are considered monogenetic, that
is the result of short duration eruption that occurred
over a period of days to < 100 years (Nemeth and Ker-
eszturi 2015). The 4% of the maars considered to be
polygenetic, here defined as maars with evidence of mul-
tiple eruption deposits separated by a paleosol, were ex-
cluded from this analysis as the population was too
small to be able to evaluate the influence of this break in
time on shape analysis. For features composed of a
group of multiple craters whose depressions are sepa-
rated by closed rims but are related to the same
eruption, here called crater complexes, the individual
craters presenting a single closed rim were analyzed sep-
arately (i.e. Ubehebe vs. Ubehebe chain; Fig. 1C). Add-
itional features that were too modified to analyze are
used for qualitative discussions only.
Maar crater rim outlines were manually digitized using

Google Earth Imagery and ASTER Global Digital Eleva-
tion Models, and morphological parameters were col-
lected from the resulting polygons (Graettinger 2018).
For this study, crater rim lines were updated for less
than 5 % of the original database based on updated im-
agery. Morphological parameters include crater area,
perimeter, major (d1) and minor (d2) diameters.
These two-dimensional measurements were then used

to establish dimensionless shape parameters. Major
diameter is the longest dimension of the shape that in-
tersects the centroid, and the minor diameter is perpen-
dicular to the major diameter, also through the centroid.
Aspect Ratio (AR) is:

AR ¼ Dminor
Dmajor

ð1Þ

where Dminor is the length of the crater’s minor diameter
and Dmajor is the length of the crater’s major diameter
and values are less than or equal to 1.
Elongation (EL) is defined:

EL ¼ A

π Dmajor
2

� �2 ð2Þ

where A is the area encompassed by the crater rim as
defined by the digitized polygon.
Isoperimetric circularity (IC) is defined:

IC ¼ 4πA
P2 ð3Þ

where A is the area encompassed by the crater rim and
P is the perimeter of that same polygon.
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Shape analysis is built around the principle that maar
crater shapes are the product of multiple overlapping ex-
plosion footprints. Maar crater rim outlines were sepa-
rated into shape categories that were established based on
the minimum number of circles that could be fit within
the crater outline polygon. Craters are determined to ei-
ther have unique solutions (circles, ellipses, peanut, chains,
and triples Fig. 2), or non-unique solutions (convoluted,
teardrops, and capital D-shaped craters; Fig. 3). Crater
shapes have a unique solution if there is one combination
of a minimum number of overlapping explosion footprints
that could be used to reconstruct the crater shape, where
that solution would be recognized by most researchers.
The number of footprints represents the minimum num-
ber of explosion locations required to reconstruct the
observed maar crater shape.
Craters with unique solutions are further subdivided

into five categories (circle, ellipse, peanut, triple, and
chain). A circular crater can be reconstructed using a
single explosion footprint. These have an Aspect Ratio
and Elongation value larger than 0.90, and the curvature
of the shape is continuous, resulting in an Isoperimetric
Circularity greater than 0.90. Circular craters can be the
product of multiple explosion locations, if all explosion
epicenters occur within the previous explosion footprint
with a spacing between explosion locations less than that
of the largest footprint radius.
Ellipses are craters with a closed curve and two direc-

tions of symmetry. The crater shape has an Aspect Ratio
and / or Elongation value of less than 0.90 and Isoperi-
metric Circularity greater than 0.90. This shape can be
reconstructed by two similar-sized overlapping explosion
footprints that are separated by a distance equal to the
radius of one of the explosion footprints.

Peanut-shaped craters, or peanuts, are craters com-
posed of two overlapping explosion footprints for which
the footprint spacing is typically greater than the largest
footprint radius (R1), but less than the cumulative radii
of the largest and second largest footprint spacings,
resulting in a characteristic shape resembling a two-
lobed peanut. Craters that have three or more overlap-
ping explosion footprints in a line are called crater
chains. If the three overlapping footprints are not in a
line, they are called triples.
Crater shapes that do not have unique solutions are

divided into three categories (teardrop, capital D, and
convoluted). Teardrop craters are similar to ellipses, but
do not have two directions of symmetry. The shape can
be fit by a minimum of two explosion component foot-
prints of dissimilar sizes but does not have a unique
solution. Crater shapes that resemble a capital letter D
lack two directions of symmetry as one crater side is
straight and the shape requires a minimum of three
footprints to reconstruct, though no unique solution is
present. Finally, all craters that are more complicated
than the previously described examples are called convo-
luted craters. While convoluted craters may have some
clear overlapping circle components, they require at least
three footprints to reconstruct and the shape cannot be
resolved by a single solution of overlapping circles.
After establishing the minimum number of footprints

required to reconstruct crater outlines for each category,
the diameter of the footprints and the spacings between
the center of the footprint are measured (Fig. 2; 1B). The
number of spacing measurements will always be one less
than the number of footprints. For ellipses, the minor
diameter (d2) is used as a proxy for explosion footprint
diameter and the epicenter of the explosion footprints

Fig. 3 Shape classes of Quaternary well-preserved maars in the MaarVLS database. Shapes in italics do not have unique solutions
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was assumed to be half of the minor diameter away from
the edge of the feature along the major diameter. Thus,
this makes the difference between the minor and major
diameters represent the spacing between these centroids.
For all craters, the direction of migration cannot be re-
solved from shape alone, so spacing is measured relative
to the largest footprint, and then next largest footprint.
In chains where footprints occur in a linear trend, spa-
cing is measured in a single direction across the shape.
We did not identify any shapes with four or more non-
linear unique explosion footprints in this database. Al-
though crater shapes without unique solutions can be
further classified by the minimum number of overlap-
ping explosion footprints required for their shape, no
measurements of explosion footprint spacing, or diam-
eter were attempted.

Results
Maar crater shapes
From the updated MaarVLS database, 94 craters were
separated into peanut, chain, ellipse, triples, and circle
shapes (Fig. 3). An additional 147 shapes were consid-
ered to not have a unique solution. Evaluation of maars
with available dates in the literature revealed that there
was no correlation between shape and age, similar to ob-
servations in Graettinger (2018). The most common
shapes with unique solutions were ellipses and peanut
shapes representing a combined 25% of all maars in the
database. Chains represent the least common maar
shape. Several additional maar chains occur in the
Nejapa Mira-Flores volcanic field in Nicaragua, but re-
gional studies of the tephrostratigraphy indicate that
both Nejapa and Ticomo maars are polygenetic (Avellan
et al. 2012) and are not included in these analyses.
Non-unique shapes fall into three categories and even

though there are multiple possible interpretations of
overlapping footprints that could produce them, the
number of minimum footprints can be estimated. Of the
non-unique shapes, nine were teardrop shaped, with an-
other six resembling the capital letter D, and the final
141 were convoluted crater shapes (Fig. 3). Teardrops
require at least two dissimilarly sized explosion foot-
prints, and capital D and convoluted shapes both require
at least three explosion locations to reconstruct. This in-
dicates that more than half of the maars in MaarVLS re-
quire three or more explosion positions to produce the
observed craters shapes.

Footprint spacing
The 94 unique maar shapes produced 90 footprint spa-
cing measurements (circles produce no spacing mea-
surements) [see Additional File 1.xls for full dataset of
quantified maar shapes]. The database reflects a range of
footprint spacing between 0.1 and 2.1 km, with 90% of

spacing values below 0.75 km (Fig. 4; Table 1). The aver-
age spacing across all shapes is 0.41 km with a standard
deviation of 0.36. Although the ellipse footprints are de-
rived from the minimum diameter of the crater outline,
the derived ellipse spacing estimates overlap with the
measured values from other shapes (Fig. 4).
One clear footprint spacing mode, 0.2 km, appears in

the dataset, with common spacing distances between
0.3–0.8 km. Small spacing distances are more common
in elliptical and chain shapes than other shapes, but both
have a wide range of spacing measurements. Peanuts
have by far the greatest variety of spacing measurements
(0.2–2.0 km) and triples have the least variety (0.3–0.8
km) (Fig. 4).
A comparison of footprint spacing with crater area

shows that the largest crater shapes have footprint spac-
ings greater than 0.7 km (Fig. 5). Only four maars have
spacing measurements greater than 1 km and they are
all peanuts (Fig. 4; 5). As most maars in the MaarVLS
database are less than 1 km across (Graettinger 2018),
these extreme scenarios are likely less representative of
typical maar-forming eruptions.

Explosion footprint sizes
The diameters of 176 explosion footprints were derived
from the 94 unique maar crater shapes. The average
footprint size is 0.78 km (standard deviation 0.66) and
75% of the measured footprints are less than 1.0 km in
diameter (Fig. 6; Table 1). A footprint size mode of 0.5–
0.6 km is consistent across all shape types. A smaller sec-
ond mode ca. 2 km in diameter includes peanut, circle
and ellipse crater shapes. Ellipse and peanut shapes have
footprint sizes across the full range of observed sizes,
whereas chains have predominantly small (0.1–0.2 km)
footprints. Triples have a narrower range of footprint
sizes but have the same mode as peanuts and ellipses.
Despite the variability, all maar shapes can be produced
by explosion footprints less than 1 km in diameter.

Discussion
How many explosion relocations occur in maar eruptions?
Maar crater shape analysis indicates that more than 88%
of maar crater shapes in the database require more than
one explosion location, with over 66% of maars in the
database requiring three or more (Fig. 3). At least two
chain-shaped maars are composed of four unique foot-
prints. This approach is unable to resolve the maximum
number of explosion relocations as footprints smaller
than an existing crater, or footprint spacings less than
one radius from the previous footprint are unresolved,
but the predominance of multiple explosion locations
has not been so clearly demonstrated before.
Published stratigraphic studies have reconstructed the

location and number of explosion locations responsible
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for maar tephra rings on individual compound craters
included in the MaarVLS database, as well as more
eroded examples (Table 2). Estimates from stratigraphic
studies and historic maar-forming eruptions reflect a
wide range of explosion locations from 1 to 13 positions
at maar crater complexes like Ubehebe Craters (Fierstein
and Hildreth 2017) and the 1970 Deception Island maars
(Pedrazzi et al. 2014). Large craters without unique
shape solutions like Purrumbete, Atexcac, and Tecui-
tlapa were reconstructed to have between 3 and 16 ex-
plosion locations (Ort and Carrasco Núñez 2009; Jordan
et al. 2013; Lopez-Rojas and Carrasco-Núñez 2015).
There are also intact and eroded examples of maars that
have been interpreted to show limited or no lateral mi-
gration such as the circular Loolmurwak (Mattsson and
Tripoli 2011) and the eroded Rattlesnake Crater
(Whelley et al. 2019).
This further underscores that shape analysis represents

the minimum number of explosion locations required to
form observed maar crater shapes. For several of the
maars analyzed here that also have detailed stratigraphic

studies (Table 2), the method used here would have
underestimated the number of explosion positions, in-
cluding apparently simple shapes like that of Ukinrek
east maar, Alaska. Importantly, stratigraphic studies re-
veal that each shift does not represent a unique explo-
sion location, rather explosive activity can return to
previous positions (Jordan et al. 2013; Van Otterloo
et al. 2013). The eruptions reconstructed from these
stratigraphic studies also record magmatic (no inter-
action with external water) activity from vents occupying
some of the identified vent positions. Nevertheless, both
the stratigraphic and shape-based techniques clearly in-
dicate that movement of phreatomagmatic explosion lo-
cations during maar-forming eruptions is common and
must be incorporated into hazard scenarios.

Circular maars
Circular maars provide an additional opportunity to
evaluate the range of footprint sizes and number of ex-
plosion locations. As described above, circular shapes
can be produced by explosions that have a single lateral

Fig. 4 Spacing measurements between component footprint centers by shape. Circles are not included as they can be resolved by a single
footprint, so there are no spacing measurements

Table 1 Spacing and footprint size distributions by size and shape breakdown

Percentile 10th 25th 50th 75th 90th

Spacing (km) 0.10 0.14 0.27 0.50 0.71

Footprint size (km) 0.27 0.47 0.66 1.0 1.85

Footprint size (km) + circles 0.27 0.47 0.66 1.0 1.82

Spacing (km) Footprint size (km)

Average Standard Dev Average Standard Dev

Ellipse 0.19 0.16 1.14 0.97

Peanut 0.70 0.50 0.93 0.64

Chain 0.21 0.19 0.25 0.26

Triple 0.43 0.16 0.61 0.25

Circles – – 0.61 0.31
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explosion location as well as those with explosion foot-
prints that have their centers spaced less than the radius
of the larger footprint (Fig. 2). Therefore, a large circular
crater shape could be produced by numerous smaller
footprints that are distributed such that all component
footprints overlap by less than one radius around some
central point (not necessarily the first crater). Recon-
structing the history of such a crater can only be accom-
plished through stratigraphic analyses of deposits.
Evaluation of the literature on circular craters greater

than 1 km reveals a paucity of circumcrater stratigraphic
information (lack of exposure, lack of preservation, or
not the focus of the study) needed to reconstruct vent
positions. Two available examples are the Tepexitl in
Serdan-Oriental Volcanic Field, and Hoya Estrada in
Valle de Santiago, both in Mexico (Ross et al. 2017).
Tepexitl has a major diameter of 1030 m and nearly con-
tinuous exposure along the interior crater wall. This ex-
posure shows two eruptive phases that are similar

around the entire circumference of the maar (Austin-
Erickson et al. 2011) that would suggest minimal to no
migration of the explosion location during the eruption.
On the other hand, Hoya Estrada has evidence of lateral
migration and is 1240 m across (Cano-Cruz and
Carrasco-Núñez 2008). Interestingly, both cases involve
rhyolitic compositions, although Hoya Estrada is bi-
modal with basaltic trachyandesite appearing in the later
portion of the sequence associated with the lateral mi-
gration (Cano-Cruz and Carrasco-Núñez 2008). From
studies to date, Tepexitl is the largest maar with evi-
dence of limited lateral migration.
Experimental data provide an avenue for considering

the threshold of the largest explosion footprints. Valen-
tine et al. (2014) used the volume of intruded material as
a proxy for available thermal energy and determined that
most maars are likely produced by multiple explosions
between 109 and 1013 J. In order to consider maximum
anticipated phreatomagmatic explosion footprints, 1013

Fig. 5 Total maar area relative to component footprint spacing. a Full dataset, b only features less than 2.5 km2 and footprint spaces less
than 1 km

Fig. 6 Distribution of explosion footprint diameters by shape
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and 1014 J explosion energies were evaluated using
scaled-depth crater size estimates from Sonder et al.
(2015) for the maximum crater size produced from those
explosions at an optimum depth (explosion footprint).
We then augmented these estimates to account for col-
lapse by adding 60% to the diameter, resulting in esti-
mated explosion footprint sizes of ~ 520 m and ~ 970m
respectively (Fig. 7). This augmentation acknowledges
that reconstructed footprint sizes represent maximum
diameters of possible footprints that contribute to crater

shape and account for contributions to the footprint
diameter including collapse related to the explosion, var-
iations in host rock strength, and erosion. The majority
of maars in MaarVLS (Graettinger 2018) and the major-
ity of footprints measured in this study are less than 1
km in diameter. To produce a footprint of ~ 2 km with a
single explosion location and any related rim collapse,
the required energy would be closer to 1015 J when com-
pared with the estimates above. However, with the abun-
dance of smaller footprint spacings (Fig. 4), these larger

Table 2 Number of vent locations constrained by stratigraphic studies for phreatomagmatic dominated eruptions

Maar name, Location Largest footprint dia. (km) / Total length
(km)

Number of recognized
positions

References

Ubehebe, CA, USA 0.9 / 1.5 13 Fierstein and Hildreth 2017

Tecuitlapa, Mexico 1.4 / 1.4 > 6 Ort and Carrasco Núñez 2009

Mt. Gambier, Australia 1.2 / 3.0 13 Van Otterloo et al. 2013

Purrumbete, Australia 2.8 / 2.8 > 3 Jordan et al. 2013

El Jagüey-La Breña 1.4 / 2 spread > 4 Aranda-Gomez et al. 1992

Atexcac, Mexico 0.75 / 1.25 9–16 Lopez-Rojas and Carrasco-Núñez
2015

Ukinrek, USAa 0.4 / 0.9 3 (matches observations) Ort et al. 2018

Tepexitl, Mexico 1.0/1.0 1 Austin-Erickson et al. 2011

Loolmurwak, Tanzania 0.87 1 Mattsson and Tripoli 2011

Deception Island, Antarctica
1970a,b

0.5 / 3 km spread 13 Pedrazzi et al. 2014

Kilburne Hole, USAc ? / 2.9 ≥3 Whelley et al. 2019

Rattlesnake Crater, USAc 1.5 / eroded 1 Whelley et al. 2019

Jeju Island, Koreac ~ 0.3 / eroded > 3 Sohn and Park 2005

Hanauma Bay Tuff Ring, USA3 ? /> 0.65 3 Rottas and Houghton 2012
aFeatures produced separate craters in a single eruption. Not included in main analysis
bNot included in MaarVLS due to poor image quality
cEroded feature not included in MaarVLS

Fig. 7 a Calculation of potential crater size based on the footprint of an optimal scaled depth explosions of proposed maximum explosion
energies use initial crater sizes from Sonder et al. (2015) with an additional 60% growth through collapse from additional explosions within the
footprint and unstable walls based on observations during explosion experiments. b Potrok, Argentina, is the largest circular crater in MaarVLS.
The crater rim is outlined in white on an image from Google Earth CNES/Airbus and Maxar Technologies
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explosion energies are not necessarily required to pro-
duce large craters. Other efforts to constrain phreato-
magmatic explosion energies also pointed to values of
between 1011 and 1014 J (Self et al. 1980; Raue 2004; van
Otterloo et al. 2013; Graettinger and Valentine 2017;
Fitch and Fagents 2020). Taddeucci et al. (2010) evalu-
ated circular components similar to explosion footprints
of the Colli Albani maars to produce total energy esti-
mates (multiple explosions) to be 1015–1017 J (Taddeucci
et al. 2010), but they did not account for any contribu-
tions from collapse.
If we consider the abundance of circular maar craters

less than 1 km in diameter, the preponderance of explo-
sion footprints 1 km and smaller, and stratigraphic evi-
dence we can reasonably consider that a 1 km crater can
be produced without significant lateral migration
(greater than 100 m; Loolmurwak, Rattlesnake Crater,
and Tepexitl; Table 2; Fig. 6). Therefore, we will evaluate
circular craters larger than 1 km (12 craters in MaarVLS)
as the product of explosion footprints up to 1 km in
diameter.
Using the largest circular maar crater in the MaarVLS

database, Potrok, Argentina (3.9 km in diameter), we can
use this 1 km footprint threshold to estimate the mini-
mum number of explosion positions to produce such a
larger circular crater. Four 1-km footprints in a line
could produce a shape with this diameter, but another
four would be needed to produce a crater with the same
Aspect Ratio as a circle. To completely cover the area of
Laguna Potrok with explosion footprints without over-
lap, ten 1-km-diameter footprints are required. If overlap
of footprints (up to 1 radius, consistent with experimen-
tal observations) is allowed, 20 footprints would be re-
quired to produce the 3.9 km diameter circular crater.
Though oversimplified, this estimate can be the basis for
bounding the potential relocation of hazards in the ab-
sence of other data.

Implications for hazards
Crater shape analysis of 94 Quaternary maar craters with
unique shape solutions provides the first opportunity to
establish common trends in the minimum number of
explosion positions, associated minimum energies, and
extent of lateral migration of explosion sites during
maar-forming eruptions. As the areal extent affected by
hazards around an eruptive vent has been identified as a
key input for numerical models and hazard simulations
(Hayes et al. 2020), the quantitative constraint on the
contributing explosion footprints and spacing of these
different explosion locations in this study represents a
valuable set of inputs for eruption simulations. Instead
of noting that lateral migrations of explosions during an
eruption are possible, eruption scenarios can incorporate
numbers of vent areas and spacing distances based on

global estimates (Tables 1,2), and refine their estimates
based on local analyses on the volcanic field of interest.
Maar crater shape analysis indicates that the majority

(> 60%) of studied Quaternary maars are the product of
three or more lateral vent relocations with spacing dis-
tances greater than the initial crater radius. Crater
shapes with unique solutions indicate that individual ex-
plosion positions (epicenters) are predominantly four or
less, but the number of individual shifts in explosion
position among and between those unique locations may
be as high as 16 (Table 2), or even 20 (Potrok). Conse-
quently, even conservative eruption scenarios should in-
clude at least three shifts of explosion locations with
distances of more than 100m during maar-forming
eruptions. While our analysis does not include magmatic
phases of the eruptions, as they would not produce ex-
plosion footprints, magmatic phases are common in
maar-forming eruptions (Ross et al. 2017; Graettinger
and Valentine 2017) and may also move around within
the resulting crater.
The spacing measurements presented here reflect the

maximum distance that the explosion position can travel
and still produce a single crater based on observed maar
crater shapes. Although very large peanut maar shapes
exist, the vast majority of the spacing measurements re-
flect footprint spacing distances of less than 0.8 km. This
value, or another derived from a preferred percentile
threshold (Table 1), could be used for developing larger
or dynamic hazard zones to include the possibility of mi-
grating explosion locations. As ballistic hazard zones are
typically defined by the maximum distance that ballistic
blocks travel (Fitzgerald et al. 2017), this zone could be
augmented by a selected percentile spacing for maar
eruptions as deemed appropriate for a given volcanic
field to reflect the potential for lateral relocation of ex-
plosive hazards during a maar-forming eruption (i.e.
75th percentile of 550 m; Table 1).
Crater shape categories also highlight the common oc-

currence of lateral shifts of explosion location in more
than one direction, that is, not strictly along a lineation
like a feeder dike. A third of maars in MaarVLS have
more than one direction of lateral migration represented
by two directions of elongation including triples and
many convolute crater shapes. This is also seen in
eruption observations, such as the Ukinrek eruption,
which started as a fissure eruption (Kienle et al. 1980;
Ort et al. 2018), but the east crater grew to be elongated
in a direction perpendicular to the direction of fissure
propagation but parallel to some regional faults (Ort
et al. 2018). Observations from Nichols and Graettinger
(in press) showed only 31% of non-circular maars stud-
ied had elongations in the same direction as regional
stress indicators or the alignment of vents in which they
were situated. Consequently, eruption scenarios should
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allow for hazard migration to not be limited to the
orientation of a feeder dike or regional stress indicators.
This may require that hazard zones be larger at the start
of the eruption and adaptive boundaries may be possible
during eruptive events.
Further interrogation of explosion footprint data con-

firmed that maars may be produced by similarly sized or
dissimilarly sized explosion footprints (Fig. 1A). Half of
crater shapes with unique solutions (peanuts, chains, tri-
ples) have at least one footprint that is more than 0.2 km
smaller than the next largest footprint even though the
symmetry of elliptical crater shapes (the most common
unique crater shape) implies two similarly sized foot-
prints do occur (Fig. 3). While crater footprints are only
a minimum constraint of the explosion energy, this vari-
ability in footprint sizes in a single maar indicates that
variability in explosion sizes and/or relative depths
should also be considered in eruption scenarios.
One final consideration is that some instances of lat-

eral shifts in explosion positions can produce inclined
eruptive jets. Cratering experiments that used chemical
explosives to simulate migrating subsurface explosions
revealed the influence of pre-existing craters on jet be-
havior (Taddeucci et al. 2013; Graettinger et al. 2014).
Importantly, lateral relocation of explosion positions be-
neath the sloped inner crater wall produced inclined jets
that transported abundant ballistic particles to greater
distances than an equivalent vertical jet (Graettinger
et al. 2015; Valentine et al. 2015). Based on experiments,
this scenario occurred when the spacing between explo-
sion locations was approximately equal to the footprint
radius. This inclined jet scenario represents a much lar-
ger and more complicated hazard area (Fig. 8). However,
this hazard is present in a specific range of conditions in
which spacing is close to the radius of the previous
crater. This corresponds to eruption scenarios that pro-
duce circular, elliptical, and likely teardrop crater shapes.
Convoluted shapes may very well involve spacings close
to the radius of previous footprints, but we cannot con-
strain the number of these events from shape alone. El-
liptical shapes and teardrop shapes represent 13% of the
MaarVLS database, with circles of all sizes contributing
another 12% of the total population, so lateral jets may
occur in more than a quarter of maar eruptions. As spa-
cing increases, later explosions produce vertical jets be-
cause they do not ‘feel’ the influence of the previous
crater. While larger spacings can relocate the center of
activity, only some shifts in explosion position might
produce a directed hazard.
Importantly for hazard considerations, this analysis

only focused on maars where a single crater (where a
continuous rim surrounds one or more depressions) was
produced by an eruption and does not include measure-
ments where the shift in explosion location resulted in

the formation of separate craters in a crater complex.
Such craters would involve explosion spacing that is
greater than two times the radius of previous explosion
footprints. Two historic maar-forming eruptions in
Table 2 did not form a single final crater, but rather a
crater complex (Pedrazzi et al. 2014; Ort et al. 2018). An
estimate of the relative frequency of eruptions in which
spacing is greater than the diameter of explosion foot-
prints requires additional detailed stratigraphic and more
geochronological studies of maars.

Conclusions and suggestions
Analysis of maar crater shapes using explosion footprints
provides unprecedented insight into the number and
distance of lateral shifts of explosion locations in maar-
forming eruptions. The variable position of eruption
hazards is important to constrain for use in eruption
scenarios and numerical simulations of eruptive events.
The 241 intact Quaternary maars evaluated here indicate
that most maars (60%) require three or more shifts in
explosion position to form, but evidence for as many as
20 movements may be responsible for the largest maars.
The variable explosion positions that are preserved in
crater shapes can require more than one size of explo-
sion footprint in more than 30% of cases and can go in
multiple directions or return to previously occupied
locations.
Our analysis shows that most explosion locations are

spaced less than 0.8 km apart, with a mean of 0.39 and a
standard deviation of 0.36, although spacings as large as
2 km may be possible. The explosion footprints contrib-
uting to the preserved maar crater shapes are mostly less
than 1 km in diameter, with a mode of 0.6 km in diam-
eter. This may indicate that many maar craters are pro-
duced by multiple explosions and the minimum
explosion energies would be equal to or greater than
1013–1014 J. Constraining the maximum explosion foot-
print diameters, and the minimum number of shifts in
explosion locus responsible for maar crater shapes is
very valuable to establishing hazard zones for future
eruptions.
While crater shape analysis allows for quantitative as-

sessment of only 30% of the MaarVLS database, spacing
and footprint statistics from 94 maars from over 40 vol-
canic fields supported by qualitative data from another
147 maars is a significant advance in our understanding
of the scale and minimum frequency of lateral migration
in maar-forming eruptions and provides quantitative in-
puts for hazard models and eruption scenarios needed
to prepare for future maar-forming eruptions.
Future work is needed to address the causes of these

relocations, particularly to identify the influences on in-
dividual volcanic fields. Areas of exploration into these
causes include of the hydrology related to past maar
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eruptions (Kereszturi et al. 2017), regional structures
and host rock materials (Nichols and Graettinger in
press), and studies of near surface magma transport
(magma flux, geometry; Muirhead et al. 2016, Le

Corvec et al. 2018). Additional field work, geochron-
ology, and numerical simulations on these complex
interactions will support preparation for the next
maar-forming eruption.

Fig. 8 Simplified schematics of the distribution of hazard areas around crater growth eruption scenarios to highlight the potential complications
caused by lateral relocation of explosion positions. a Hazards are evenly distributed when explosion locations are laterally fixed. b Lateral
migrations ~ 1 footprint radius away from the first crater results in lateral jets through the crater wall and larger asymmetrical hazard areas. c
Continued lateral migration ~ 1 radius can result in very complicated hazard areas like in shape A + B + C. d Example inclined jet produced by
explosion experiments un pre-existing crater walls (Graettinger et al. 2015). e Explosion locations greater than one radius and less than 2 radii
away from the previous epicenter produced larger hazard areas and compound craters
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